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CRR/CRD

[Go to top]
15/01/2021 The EBA consults on its new Guidelines on the monitoring of the threshold and other
procedural aspects on the establishment of intermediate EU parent undertakings (IPU) as
laid down in CRD. The consultation runs until 15 March 2021.
See the EBA press release about this consultation
26/01/2021 BCBS publishes for consultation two technical amendments to the standard on minimum
haircut floors for securities financing transactions (SFTs). The technical amendments aim to
correct an interpretative issue and a formula misstatement. The consultation runs until 31
March 2021.
See the BCBS press release about this consultation

Solvency II

[Go to top]
28/01/2021 The EIOPA publishes its 2021-2023 work programme. Among others, the EIOPA intends to
continue its work in developing tools to assess sustainability-related (ESG) risks.
See the EIOPA 2021-2023 work programme
28/01/2021 The EIOPA publishes a consultation paper on “open insurance”, i.e. the access to, and
sharing of, insurance-related data between market players. The paper provides an
assessment of current developments and identifies points of attention for the set-up of an
adequate open insurance framework. The consultation runs until 28 April 2021.
See the EIOPA press release about the public consultation on open insurance

MiFIR/MiFID

[Go to top]
29/01/2021 The ESMA publishes a consultation paper on draft guidelines on certain aspects of the MiFID
II appropriateness and execution-only requirements, aiming to enhance clarity and foster
convergence in the application of these specific points.
See the ESMA press release about this public consultation
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22/01/2021 Regulation 2021/23/EU relating to the recovery and resolution framework for CCPs
authorized under EMIR is published in the OJ. The purpose of the Regulation is to reduce the
risk of a CCP failing and to establish procedures for the resolution of a failed CCP to limit the
impact on the financial system and on public funds.
See the EC press release about the recovery & resolution framework for CCPs

IFRS

[Go to top]
12/01/2021 The IFRS Foundation organises six webinars aimed at academics to stimulate research into
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers, and IFRS 16
Leases. This research will inform the IASB’s post-implementation reviews of these
Standards.
See the related IASB press release
13/01/2021 IFRS Foundation publishes educational material to support companies in applying going
concern requirements in the current stressed economic environment arising from the Covid19 pandemic.
See the related IASB press release
18/01/2021 The IFRS Foundation held a live webinar on the IASB's consultation on business
combinations under common control. It provided an overview of the Discussion Paper,
explained the Board’s preliminary views and gave an opportunity to ask questions. A
recording of the webinar is available.
See the related IASB press release
28/01/2021 IASB proposes new IFRS Standard Regulatory Assets and Regulatory Liabilities to give
investors a more complete picture of the financial performance of rate-regulated
companies. The proposed Standard would replace IFRS 14 Regulatory Deferral Accounts.
The deadline for comments is 30 June 2021.
See the IASB press release about the new Standard on Regulatory Assets and Liabilities

Climate Risk

[Go to top]
15/01/2021 The ESAs publish a letter previously sent to the EC regarding priority issues in the draft RTS
on sustainability-related disclosures in the financial sector (SFDR). Among others, the
application of SFDR to non-EU AIFMs is to be clarified.
See the ESAs letter to EC on priority issues relating to SFDR application
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List of acronyms used in this issue
AIFM
BCBS
CCP
CRD
CRR
EBA
EC
EIOPA
EMIR
ESA
ESG
ESMA
EU
IASB
IFRS
IPU
MiFID
MiFIR
OJ
RTS
SFDR
SFT
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Alternative Investment Fund Manager
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
Central Clearing Party
Directive 2013/36/EU (Capital Requirements Directive)
Regulation 2013/575/EU (Capital Requirements Regulation), amended by Regulation
2019/876/EU (CRR 2)
European Banking Authority
European Commission
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority
European Markets Infrastructure Regulation
European Supervisory Authorities
Environmental, social and governance
European Securities and Markets Authority
European Union
International Accounting Standards Board
International Financial Reporting Standard
Intermediate Parent Undertaking (see CRD)
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive
Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation
Official Journal
Regulatory Technical Standards
Sustainability-related Financial Disclosure Regulation
Securities Financing Transaction
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About Reacfin
Reacfin S.A. is a Belgian-based consulting firm specialized in





Actuarial science,
Risk,
Portfolio management, and
Data science.

We develop innovative solutions and robust tools for financial institutions.
Over the years we have now served in excess of 150 different financial institutions, the vast majority of which
are recurrent clients, which we see as the most convincing indicator of our clients’ satisfaction.
Missions we regularly perform consist of model design, developments and deployment, model validation,
definition of risk and portfolio management policies, organization and governance advisory, strategic asset
allocations or specialized management consulting with regard to risk and portfolio management problems.
We articulate our offer along 3 brands:
Technical advisory in model development, deployments, validation and maintenance.
Specialized consulting in Financial Institutions organization, governance and business
strategy
Tailored computational solutions designed and developed to integrate smoothly into your
company’s systems processes (incl. open-source offerings)

Combination of on-site and on-line executive education solutions including theoretical and
methodological concepts, real-life case studies and exercises

For more information, please visit our website www.reacfin.com or contact one of our managing partners:
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Xavier Marechal

François Ducuroir

Tel: +32 497 48 98 48
Mail : xavier.marechal@reacfin.com

Tel: +32 472 72 32 05
Mail : francois.ducuroir@reacfin.com
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